This paper describes the model UdL we proposed to solve the semantic textual similarity task of SemEval 2017 workshop. The track we participated in was estimating the semantics relatedness of a given set of sentence pairs in English. The best run out of three submitted runs of our model achieved a Pearson correlation score of 0.8004 compared to a hidden human annotation of 250 pairs. We used random forest ensemble learning to map an expandable set of extracted pairwise features into a semantic similarity estimated value bounded between 0 and 5. Most of these features were calculated using word embedding vectors similarity to align Part of Speech (PoS) and Name Entities (NE) tagged tokens of each sentence pair. Among other pairwise features, we experimented a classical tf-idf weighted Bag of Words (BoW) vector model but with character-based range of n-grams instead of words. This sentence vector BoW-based feature gave a relatively high importance value percentage in the feature importances analysis of the ensemble learning.
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Introduction
Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) is a shared task that have been running every year by SemEval workshop since 2012. Each year, the participating teams are encouraged to utilize the previous years data sets as a training set for their models. The teams are then ranked by their test score on a hidden human annotated pairs of sentences. After the end of the competition, the organizers publish the gold standards and ask the teams of the coming year task to use it as a training set and so on. The description of STS2017 task is reported in (Cer et al., 2017) . In STS2017 , the primary task consisted in 6 tracks covering both monolingual and cross-lingual sentence pairs for the languages Spanish, English, Arabic, and Turkish. Our team, UdL, only participated in the English monolingual track (Track 5).
The data consist in thousands of pairs of sentences from various resources like (Twitter news, image captions, news headline, questions, answers, paraphrasing, post-editing...). For each pair, a human annotated score (from 0 to 5) is assigned and indicates the semantic similarity values of the two sentences. The challenge is then to estimate the semantic similarity of 250 sentence pairs with hidden similarity values. The quality of the proposed models would then be evaluated by the Pearson correlation between the estimated and the human annotated hidden values.
In section 2, we link to some related work to this problem. The data preparation method followed by a full description of the model pipeline and its implementation are then presented in sections 3, 4, and 5. Results of the model selection experiments and the final task results are shown in section 6.
Related Work
The general description of the methodologies proposed by the task previous year winners are discussed in Agirre et al. (2016) . However, there were many other related work to solve the issue of encoding semantics of short text, i.e., sentences or paragraphs. Many of them tend to reuse word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) as an input for sentence embedding, while others (Shen et al., 2014; Le and Mikolov, 2014) propose to directly learn the sentence semantics features. Most of these embedding techniques are based on large text corpus where each word or short text dense vector representations (i.e., word embedding) are learned from the co-occurrence frequencies with other words in the context. Other methodologies are based on matrix decomposition of the Bag of Word (BoW) matrix using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) techniques like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). According to a comparable transfer learning strategy (Bottou, 2014) , if we are able to build a model consisting in (1) a pairwise transformer (i.e., feature extractor), and (2) a comparator that can well-predict if the two elements of the input are of the same class or not, then the learned transformer could be reused to easily train a classifier to label a single element. A good example to understand such system is face recognition, e.g., it is considered impossible to have all human faces images to train the best features set of a face, however, a learned model that can tell if two given face-images are of the same person or not, could guide us to define a set of good representative features to recognize a person given one face image. We can generate 2 n 2 comparative pairs from n examples. Similarly, we cannot have all possible sentences to identify the sentence semantics, but we can generate a lot of comparative sentence pairs to learn the best semantics features set, i.e., sentence dense vector representation. Thus we consider our pairwise feature-based model as an initial step to build a sentence dense vector semantics representation that can perform very well in many applications like semantics highlighter, question answering system and semantics-based information retrieval system.
Data Set Preparation
The data set provided for the STS task consists in a set of tab-separated values data files from different text types accommodated year-after-year since 2012. Each year, the task organizers provide additional data files from different text sources. The text sources vary between classical narrative sentences, news headlines, image captions or forum questions or even chat Twitter news. The source types used in the task are listed in Table 1 .
Each files pair consists of a first file containing, at each line, the two sentences to be compared and some information about the sources of these sentences if any. The second file contains, at each line, the similarity score of the corresponding pair of sentences that is presented in the first file. In addition, for the data extracted from the previous years, we have one directory for the training set and another one for tests. We noticed that the separator format for the data file is not optimized since using a tabulator can make things confused because it is also a character used in some cases inside the text. This could be solved only by hand, after a first automatic preprocessing. After that, we can read the file by line, looking for the good characters and line format. We are also grateful that our predecessors, e.g., Tan et al. (2015) , who shared some of their aggregated data that we could also add to our training set. In the end, we used the set of data of all the previous years since 2012. An additional step we considered was the spell-checker correction using Enchant software. We assume that such preprocessing step could enhance the results. However, this step was not used in our submitted system. Finally, we also consider a version of the data set where we filtered out the hash-tag symbol from the Twitter news sentence pairs.
Model Description
Our approach is based on the comparable transfer learning systems discussed in section 2. Accordingly, our model pipeline mainly consists in 2 phases: (1) pairwise feature extraction, i.e., feature transformer, and (2) regression estimator. While many related work either use words embedding as an input for learning the sentence semantics representation or learning such semantics features directly, our model is able to reuse both types as input for the pairwise feature transformer. For example, as listed in Table 2 , we used features that is based on word vectors similarity of aligned words while we also have a feature that consider the whole sentence vector, i.e., sparse BoW. The model can also use, but not yet used in this paper, unsupervised learned sentence representation out of methods like BoW matrix decomposition, paragraph vector, or sent2vec methods as input to our pairwise features transformer.
Pairwise Feature Extraction
We used different feature types as in Table 2 . The first two types are based on aligning PoS and NE tagged words and then compute the average word vectors cosine similarity (CS) of the paired tags. The process of extracting these type of pairwise Compute the average CS of the aligned tokens and use it as the pairwised feature value features are resumed in the algorithm 1. The third feature is extracted by transforming each sentence to its BoW vector representation. This sparse vector representation is weighted by tf-idf. The vocabulary of the BoW is the character grams range between 2 and 3. This BoW vocabulary source is only the data set of the task itself and not a general large text corpus like the ones usually used for word embedding. We are planning to try out a similar feature, but unsupervised, where we consider a corpus like Wikipedia dump as a source for the BoW. Another feature we plan to consider as a future work is the dense decomposed BoW using SVD or NMF. Finally, we can also consider unsupervised sentence vectors using paragraph vectors or sent2vec methods.
Features number 4 is extracted by computing the absolute difference of the summation of all numbers in each sentence. To achieve that, we transferred any spelled number, e.g., "sixty-five", to its numerical value, e.g., 65. The fifth pairwise feature we used was simply based on the sentence length. The last feature is extracted by mapping each sentence pair source to a manually annotated domain class as in Table 1 . However, in order to use this feature, we would need to specify the domain class of the sentence pairs of the test data set. Manually checking the test data and also based on some replies found from the task organizers about the source of the test data, we classified them all as "Image-captions".
Regression
We have mainly evaluated two regression estimators for this task. The first estimator was random forests (RF) and the other was Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator). Based on a 10-fold cross-validation (CV), we set the number of estimators of 1024 for RF and a maximum depth of 8. For Lasso CV, we finally set the number of iterations to 512.
Implementation
Our Python model implementation is available for reproducing the results on GitHub 1 . For PoS and RE tagging, we utilized both polyglot (Al-Rfou et al., 2013) and spaCy. We used a pre-trained GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word vectors of a size 300. The pipeline of the transformer and the regression estimator was built on scikit-learn API. Finally, we used pair-wise feature combiners similar to the ones used in Louppe et al. (2016) .
Results

Regression Estimator Selection
First, we run few experiments to decide on using RF or Lasso CV. The experimental results of these runs are listed in Table 3 . The feature-importances analysis are shown in the right column of Table 3 : Regression estimator selection based on experimental evaluation score over a few data sets.
System Configuration Selection
We experimented different settings varying the feature transformation design parameters and trying out three different training set versions for RF. We show the 3 selected settings for submission and the test score of a few evaluation data-sets from previous years in Table 4 .
Final Results
We finally submitted three runs of our model UdL for the task official evaluation. The settings of these three runs are shown in Table 4 . The summary of the evaluation score with the baseline (0.7278), the best score run model (0.8547), the least (0.0069), the median (0.7775) and the mean (0.7082) are shown in Figure 1 . Run1 was our best run with Pearson correlation score of (0.8004), At this run, we used RF for regression estimator on our all extracted pairwise features except the domain class feature. Run2 (0.7805) was same as Run1 except that we used the domain class feature. Finally, Run3, submission correction phase (0.7901), used a different data set were we filteredout hash-tag symbol from Twitter-news sentence pairs.
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed UdL, a model for estimating sentence pair semantic similarity. The model mainly utilizes two types of pairwise features which are (1) the aligned part-of-speech and named-entities tags and (2) the tf-idf weighted BoW vector model of character-based n-gram range instead of words. The evaluation results shows that Random Forest regression estimator on our extracted pairwise fea- tures provided 80% of Pearson correlation with hidden human annotation values. The model was implemented in a scalable pipeline architecture and is now made available to the public where the user can add and experiment any additional features or even any other regression models. Since the sentence vector BoW-based pairwise feature showed high percentage in the feature importances analysis of the Random Forest estimator, we are going to try other, but dense, sentence vector representation, e.g., in Shen et al. (2014) ; Le and Mikolov (2014) . We are also planning to use and evaluate the model in some related applications in- 
